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Objectives/Goals
Our goal with the experiment was to figure out how some common inexpensive material can help cleanup
oil spills. Also, we wanted to find out if some shapes are more efficient in absorbing oil than others. We
hypothesized that tweed will absorb the most oil because tweed is made up of cotton and wool and it is
loosely woven together. We also think that the rectangle shape would absorb the most oil

Methods/Materials
Using measuring cups, pour 300mL of water and 100mL of oil into beakers. Cut various fabrics to
standard size and place them in individual beakers. Wait 15 minutes before removing the fabric. Read the
levels of water(A) and oil(B) and compute remaining water(A) and oil(C) [A-B]. Pick an absorbent fabric
for the shape experiment

Results
Part A: Material Absorptivity: Based on the average of 2 trials, we found that flannel, which absorbed
22.5 mL, absorbed the highest amount of oil followed by tweed which absorbed 17.5 mL, wool which
absorbed 15 mL, and cotton which showed the least absorption for motor oil, absorbed 5 mL of oil.
Part B: Shape Absorptivity: The results of 3 trials were averaged for the different shapes of tweed. It was
seen consistently that when tweed was cut into a donut-shape or a rectangle-shape, it absorbed the most
oil. They both absorbed 11.6 mL, followed by the circle which absorbed 10 mL of oil, and the star which
absorbed 6.6 mL of oil.

Conclusions/Discussion
Our hypothesis was not proved to be correct for Part A. We thought that tweed would absorb the most oil.
However, we found that flannel absorbed the more oil than tweed. Tweed absorbed only slightly less than
flannel.
Our hypothesis was proved correct for Part B.The experiment showed that the fabric cut into a rectangular
shape absorbed the most amount of oil. However, the fabric shaped like a donut matched the rectangle's
absorption.
Our experiment brought out some additional questions, such as, boom cross sections, oil absorption but
water repulsion and comparison with highly specialized materials.
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